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Jflrm �nnrntinn1i. LOPER'S PATENT METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING SHIPS OF METAL AND WOOD. 

In No.7, this Volume, Scientific American, The accompanying engravings are vari'lus � steln-posts, to make a vessel of greater 

New Heddie Machine. 

During the past week, Me88rs. W. R. & G. 
W. Harris, of Middlebury. Vt., have been ex
hibiting a machine for making knotted weav
ers h arness, at the Commercial Exchange, 
Courtland street, this city. The machine is 
the joint inveniion of Mr. W. R. Harris, " 
Simeon Houghton Jr., of Middlebury, Vt., and 
was secured to them by patent a few months 
ago. The machine, by cams on the main shaft, 
gives a double motion to two shuttles, which 
move back and forth on the machine, forming 
square knots and good eyes without any twist. 
The cord is supplied by two spool frames, one 
at each end, and with the cord moved by the 
shuttle, the knots and eyes are formed. There 
are shippers and arms which move the cord 
from the spools, so as to form the cross and 
allow the shuttle to pass through to form the 
knot, and besides this, there is a motioll to 
draw up the knot. There iri also a stop mo
tion for the shuttle, so as to throw the ma.chine 
out of gear when the shuttle is ca.ught. It is 
allowed to make better harness than by hand, 
owing to the absence of all twist in the 
same. One girl can attend three machines, 
and each one can make, it is stated, six times 
the amoqnt a girl oan do by hand in the same 
time. It is not possible to give a good 
description <Jf its motions, without dra.wings, 
but it will be exhibited by Mr. G. W. Harris 
for 80 few week. at the place mentiolled above, 
where it may be seen. It is a strong machine, 
and may be constructed, we believe; to work 
accurately and well. 

------<�=='cc==�------

Improved Side Light lor Ships. 

Mr.L.Goodrich,of this city, has invented and 
taken measures to secure a p.tentfor a very va
luable improvement in side windows for ships, 
which must soon CQme into general use, a.nd 
supplant those at present employed for that 
purpose. The common Mhip windows are 
made of round thick glass light�, fastened in 
iron frames, which are sccured by strong hinges 
to fit into openings, and 80re clasped or keyed 
inside, to fit them for 8�a, but in port they 80re 
t!llOwn open, outwards, on their hinges. The 
improvement consists in fitting the light to 
screw into the ship's sides, into a screw Bock
et, and yet attached by hinges to allow the 
window to be thrown open, like those in com_ 
mon use. The window couples like a butt of 
hose, but the joints are slotted so as to allow 
the light to be sCl8wed into, and ilnscrewed 
from, its socket. This window can be closed 
and unclosed far easier than the kind now 
used, &nd there is no possibility of its getting 
loose at sea.--it is entirely safe in that res
pect. We will soon publish an engraving of 
this invention. 

--- �c==�------

Improvement in Bleaching Ivory. 

Mr. Ulysses Pratt, of Deep River, Conn., 
has invented and taken measures to secure a 
patent for an improved frame for bleaching 
ivory for pianoforte keys, &c" which will great
ly f80cilitate the process, and produce better 
work. Tile bleaching of ivory is done by so
lar influence, viz., wetting the ivory and ex
posing it to the influence of the 8un, under a 
sky-light j the pieces of ivory are laid upon a 
frame, or frames; and ,to bleach them right, 
the frame should be @o made that each piece 
can be Bet and exposed to the Jight.at any an
gle, to present the edge end, or portion of the 
surface only. No good frame has ever bt'en 
used to accomplish these purpoSlls. Mr. 
Pratt's frame is adapted to accomplish them 
all, and also to raise and lower the frame at' 
any 8ongle, near to, or at a greater distance 
from, the sky-light. 

------�====c===�----
Red-Hot Roller. 

It is said that Hartwig Von Blucher, a 
German �aturalist, has introduced a heated 
roller into filileRia, which being passed over the 
land, burns the wo04, and furnishes, in the 
ashes, an excellent manure.-[Exchange. 

[How can it burn them without being red 
hot and how is it to be kept red hot? The 
cheapest way i8 to cut the weea., when dry, 
let fire to them, and let them bum themselves. 
HartWig Von Blucher may be a very good 
naturalist, but a very expensive farmer. 

we copied an article from a Liverpool paper, views of Capt. Loper's imention, patented by 
I 

strength, with a given weight, than can be 
in which it was stated that a Mr. Jordan, of him in November, 1847. Fig. 1 is a plan attained by means of wood alone, and prevent 
that place, had made an important improve- view j fig. 2 is a side elevation j fig, 3 is a the eorrosion which takes place when the out
ment in the construction of ships, by substi- cross vertical section. The other figures will side of .. ve8�el is made of iron. 
tuting iron for wooden framing. We sto.ted be referred to in the description. The same A is the keel j B is the stem, or bow j C iH 
.at the time that the invention was not new, letters refer to like parts. The nature of the the stern-post, made in the usual way. ,To the 
that it rightly belonged to America, and that invention consists in constructing the fra:ning inner surface of these, there is bolted a plate 
Capt. Loper, of Philadelphia, had .. pplied it of ships, and other vessels, of bars oi plate of metal, seen running all the length, like a 
to vessels some years ago. We wiU now prove metal, connected together by.bolting to them brace, in the middle of fig. 1, from stem to 
the verity of what we then aaserted. the wooden ceiling, the keel, and stern and stern. This plate is rolled with a bead in the 

Figure 1. 
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middle of its width. The ribs, D, are made I liquid proof joints, and the channels formed I the same �anner �s 
.
th e c:ilin� Is t�

1 
the ribs. 

of bars of plate metal" tolled with a raised by the bead and the wood attached thereto, The claIm of thIS IRventlUn IS for the con
bead or arch on one side, and a recess on the c&n be filled with oil to protect the metal from structing of ships and other vessels, with hol
other, and extending the whole len&th. This corrosion. Paint may also be used all a fur- low iron ribs, and bound together by wooden 
is represented on a large seale in figures 4 and ther protection to the joint. To secure the planking and ceiling, as described, whereby a 
:>, E being the bead. These ribs are bent in deck beam, G, the rib bars 'He bent to the pro. great saving in weight and cost of metal i, 
the form of the cross section of the vessel, and per angle, and the beams whether of wood or effected, and the hollow ribs allow oil or lu
provided with a row of holes on each side of metal, are bolted to them. The bead rolled in bricating substances to be introduced, and 
the bead, through which the bolts, F, paBS, to the ribs may be of any desired form, but the which, by the motion of the vessel is made to 
secure them to the keel. The beads of the semi-circular one in the cr()ss section is pre- circulate and penetrate to the bolts and f&8-
bolts, which are outside, are let into the wood ferred. The ribs may be made to extend , in tenings, thus preserving the wood, and pre
a sufficient distance to admit of driving in a a single piece, from gunwale to gunwale, or venting the metal from oxidation. 
wooden plug, I, along with cement, to prevent in two parts, with a lap-joint secured to the The above is from the specification I nearly 
the access of water to the bolt. beads, as re- keel and the kelson. To give greater strength in the same language, and the drawings are 
presented in fig�:>. The ceiling is secured to to the frame, intermediate short ribs, H, may reduced to two-thirds of the original views. 
these metal ribs by means of screw bolts, in be secured to the keel and kelson, and placed The importance of this invention cannot be 

FIG. 3. between the main ribs, extending up high over-estimated. The inventor is Capt. Richard 
enough to give the requisite strength to the FIG. 6. 

FIG. 4. FIG. :>. 

J 
the same way as the keel j the bolt·heads be bottom of the vessel. Instead of deck tim- F. Lopel', of Pbilt<delphia, the well- known in
ing in like manner protected from the water. bers secured to the bent ends of the ribs, as ventor of the Pr8pdller which bears his name, 

When the frame is thus secured and bound stated above, Mr. Loper proposes to substitute and the designer of the greatest number of 
by the ceiling, the outside planks can be laid biLlS, prepared like the Jjbs, and connect"d with American ocean steam propellers now alloat. 
on in the usual way. The attachment of the lap.joints, as represented in figure 6,--the This invention will, we trust, as it should, re
wood to the iron ribs, by screw bolts, will make deck boards ate to he secured to ti!ese bars in caive general attention. 

A New remedy for Short-Sightedness. I would be remedied. The reBult, I am happy to 
A few months ago, says Dr. TurnbUll, J say, has been most satisfactory. In the first 

observed that persons who are short.sighted, instance, I applied the extract of ginger, 
when looking at objects at a distance, partial- which was tubbed for five or ten times over 
Iy elose their eyelids, for the purpose of over- the whole forehead, with the view of acting 
coming the difficulty they find in discerning upon the fifth pair of nerves. Afterwards I 
them. This action is instinctive; it is a nat- substituted a concentrated tincture, of .the 
ural eff ort to adjust th� eye to an increased strength of one part of ginger to two parts of 
sphere of vision. It is known that IIhort- spirits of wine, decolorised by animal charcoal. 
sightedness depends not only on convexity of Th, success of this application was remarka
the cornea, but also on convexity of the lens j ble. In many calles it had the effect of doub
and having no hope of being enable to effect ling the visilln. In some persons I found the 
any alteration in the structure of the lens, my' iris was not much dilated, but very torpid. 
attention was directed to the iris, which I In these cases I applied the concentrated 
found to be, in such persons, generally much tincture of pepper, made of the same strength 
dilated. It then occurred to me that contrac- and in the same manner, as the tincture of 
tion of the iris has the etrect of apparently ginger. This I used until I observed that the 
lengthening the convexity of the cornea, iris had obtained a greater power of contrac
which approaches a circumscribed plane, that tion and dilation, after which I had again 
permits the rays of 1igh� to enter only in a recourse to the tincture of ginger. This plan 
straight line. The effect of this is obvious. of treatment has been attended with the most 
The length of vision hereby necessarily be_ signal succe88, and persons who were extreme
comes Increased, and distant objects are ly short-sighted have very soon been enabled 
brought within its range. It therlfore struck to lay permanently aside their concave glasses. 
me, that if we could discover any substance The best method, I may observe, of test'ing 
which could be so applied as to contract the the improvement of the sight during this 
iris, one cause of the effect of short..sightedne!s treatment is not by taking a printed book, and 
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holding it near, and then at a greater distanae 
from the eyes j the range of vision is much too 
limited. It is better to fix the attention of 
the patient upon a distant object, such as the 
brass key.hole of a door j and by stepping 
Ilome paces backwards, so as to place himself 
at a greater distance from it, he will soon dis
cover the progress he is making. So impor
tant a discovery as this will, I hope, be fairly 
tested by the members of our profession, who 
may rely on the success of the treatment I 
have recommended, if it be only judiciously 
and carefully carried out. It is impossible 
that the advantage derived from the tincture, 
as above described, may be ascribed to the 
alkaloid principle of peperin which is held in 
solution in the tincture of pepper. 

[Our doctors should give this alleged discov_ 
ery their attention. 

An excellent" round splint match machine" 
is in operation in Commercial street, Boston j 

Messrs. Byam, Bruce & Fessenden, of Union 
atreet, Bosoon, have a very perfect one.. 

Mr. Wilder's Lee Way Indicator was illus_ 
trated and described, in No.9, this Vol. .. Sci. 
Am. 
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